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New law requires students
to provide health histories
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staff writer

The annual JMU Founders Day program
will focus on the university's upcoming
bicentennial celebration of the U.S. Constitution.
The Founders Day assembly will be held
March 19 at II a.m. in Wilson Hall. All 10
a.m., 11 a.m. and noon classes will be canceled so students and faculty can attend. FaculSee FOUNDERS DAY page 2*-
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College students will be required to provide state
four-year schools with their health histories beginning next fall.
, The state legislature passed a bill last week requiring that all incoming students provide health
histories to any four-year state college or university
before registering. The bill will become law once
Gov. Baliles gives it his signature of approval.
In addition, the bill requires that students prove
that they have had all immunizations against
childhood diseases.

Students not complying with the law will not be
permitted to register for classes.
Currently, state colleges and universities
establish their own student health requirements.
Del. George Gray son, the bill's sponsor and a
government professor at the College of William
and Mary, said he proposed the bill after health
clinic officials at W&M pointed out that there had
been recent epidemics of childhood diseases at
schools such as Dartmouth College, Boston College and Ohio State University because students
had not been innoculated.
See HEALTH page 2*-

Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP
Freshmen Andrea Kissler (right) and Kelly Kleft walk through the tunnel under Interstate 81 toward the Convocation
Center Tuesday.
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"The outbreak of communicable
diseases in 1984 was a concern to
health officials at W&M*," Grayson
said. In 1983-84, there was a
rumored outbreak of German
measles at W&M.
Ultimately, the bill should save
money because if an outbreak of a
childhood disease occurs at a .school,
the school's infirmary or local
hospital might have to immunize and
the money would have to come out
of the taxpayer's pocket, Grayson
said.
Grayson's original proposed bill
would have required that students
have a physical examination before
registering for colleges.
The bill was amended in the
senate's Education and Health Committee to require that students provide a health history instead.
Grayson said part of his original
bill's purpose was to provide schools
with a health history of a student.
Currently, JMU requires that all
first-year students have a physical
examination before registering for
classes. Students not complying with
the policy are not allowed to register
for classes. If students pre-register
before the school finds out they have
not had a physical examination, a
hold is placed on their records prohibiting them from such things as
auditing a class, adding or dropping

a class, getting transcripts or
registering for the next semester's
classes.
Also, if a student has not had a
physical examination or provided
the school with a health history, the
health center is not obligated to treat
a student, but usually will if it is an
emergency, said Dr. Lacy Daniel,
lean of students.
In the past, the center has refused
services to students not complying
with the school's policy unless the
case was an emergency.
JMU used to have a policy requiring a second physical between a student's sophomore and junior years.
The Student Government Association recommended dropping the requirement in 1980-81 because of the
cost to students. The school then
decided to offer students the option
to take an Optimum Health Survey,
in which students evaluated their
health by answering questions about
their lifestyles and health habits.
The survey was offered as an alternative to an examination in 1981-82
and 1982-83.
However, during 1983-84, the
school decided to drop the policy requiring students to have a second examination or filling out the survey
because not that much new information was gained and it was expensive
for the students, Daniel said.
JMU now requires only one
physical examination in addition to a
medical history.

Today's is the last issue of The Breeze
before Spring Break. The Breeze will resume
publication on March 20.
We would like to wish everyone a fun and
safe break!
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Kohen joined the JMU faculty in
1976 after working as a senior
economist with the U.S. Minimum
Wage Study Commission. He has
written many professional articles.
Hilton said the award recipients
were chosen by committees within
the division of academic affairs and
the central university administration.
Two outstanding faculty members
will be, designated as Madison
Scholars for 1986-87. Both scholars
will present a major lecture in their
area of expertise — one in the fall
and the other in the spring.
The location of this year's
Founders Day program was changed
from the Convocation Center to
Wilson Hall to "encourage students
to come because of a more central
location," said Louise Heeb, coordinator of university special programs.

* WHAT: Open House
(Refreshments)
* WHEN: Tuesday, March 25,
7-9 p.m.
* WHERE: Basement of Wine
Price Hall
* WHY: We want to get to
know you.
* FROM: Student Nurses'
Association of Virginia JMU
College of Nursing Chapter

OPERATING MANAGER
WANTED
Has the managerial responsibility for all
functions and activities concerning textbooks, stationary supplies, and display
of other merchandise In the store. Retail
experience helpful. Degree In management preferred; will also consider May
'86 graduate. Send resume and all other
Inquires by mall ONLY to Anderson
Brothers, 1820 South Main St., Harrison
burg, VA 22801.

SEAFOOD RESTAURANT

The Brent Is published Monday and Thursday
mornings and distributed throughout JMU.
Mailing addreas Is The Brent. Communication Arts Department. JMU, Hernsonburg, Va.
22807
For advertising, call 56B«96 For editorial ollices, call 90M127.
Comments and complaints should be
directed to Gwen Fanes, editor.

Advisers
Assistant business manager
Ads design manager

"We tried to get a speaker who is
well known and who would present
an interesting address tying in with
this year's theme," Hilton said.
"The main lecture normally relates
in some fashion to James Madison."
O'Neil is a specialist in the field of
constitutional and commerical law
and is the George M. Kaufman professor of law at UVa.
The purpose of Founders Day is to
commemorate the establishment of
the university by the Virginia
General Assembly on March 14,
1908, and James Madison's birthday
on March 16, 1751, Hilton said.
JMU President Ronald Carrier
will announce tentative plans for the
1987 bicentennial celebration of the
Constitution during the assembly.
Founders Day also marks the
presentation of JMU's two highest
faculty awards.
The JMU Distinguished Service
Award will be given to Dr. Ray Sonner, retired senior vice president at

<*pf*i.

"To the press alont. chegutred at It a with itun.
the world is indebted/or all the Iruimphs weir* haee
been fined by reason and humanity omrr error and
oppression." — Janus Madison

BredSheev*
Lias Link

ty members will be in formal procession during the assembly.
This year's keynote speaker will be
Robert O'Neil, president of the
University of Virginia, who will
"relate his speech to JMU and the
Constitution," said Fred Hilton,
university spokesman.

of economics, will receive the JMU
Distinguished Teaching Award.
Sonner's award will recognize
distinguished contributions to JMU
while serving as an administrator for
20 years.
Sonner was a leading advocate of
changing the university's name in
1977 and supervised JMU's 75th anniversary celebration in 1983. He
retired last year and is now the executive director of the JMU Foundation.
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ATTENTION!!!
FRESHMEN PRE NURSING
STUDENTS AND
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN
NURSING.

No Breeze

•

Founders Day- JMU. Dr. Andrew Kohen, professor

David wendelken
Flap De Lues

All you
Can Eat.

885 E. Market St.
Harrisonburg 434-4023

SPECIAL SEAFOOD BUFFET
• Alaskan Crab Clusters
• Steamed Shrimp
• Fried Shrimp
•Frog Legs
•Hot Vegetables
• Rolls
• Soup & Salad Bar

Fried Oysters
Fried Cat Fish
Crab Casserole
Shrimp Creole ▲
Ric

JA

• Wing* Dings W
$10
■
w

Desserts

TRY OUR SOUP & SALAD BAR FOR LUNCH
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Tanning salons draw pre-break rush
21-year-old female with a fair complexion. The youngest patient at the
University of Virginia was 17, he
said.
Sheap's advice is to wear a good
sunscreen. Sun bathers can tell how
much protection they need by going
out in the sun for IS minutes at noon
one day, then checking themselves
the next day and a week later.
If they are not burned the next day
but are tanned a week later, less protection is needed, he said. If they are
burned the next day and not tan a
week later, more protection is needed.
Tanning salons determine how
long customers should stay under
tanning bulbs by their complexion
and the type of rays used. One hour
in the sun is equal to approximately
10 minutes under UVA rays or one
minute under UVB rays.
Most salons allow a maximum of
15 to 20 minutes under UVA
machines and eight minutes under
UVB machines.
Salon customers are asked to sign
liability release cards when they start
a tanning program.
Farell said, "I have never seen or
heard of anyone burning or peeling
as a result of UVA tanning machines
. . . but it is the customers responsibility to fully undersand the risks
and procedures involved."
Many students visit the salons
strictly to obtain a base tan.
Freshman Terri Grittenden said,
"You don't really get a dark tan at a
tanning salon. But you do get a head
start so you won't i'ry when you expose yourself to hours of sunlight at
the beach."

By Tracy Wllks
For the past two weeks, area tanning salons have been swamped with
students attempting to get a base tan
before Spring Break.
University Sunstation, located
beside Mr. Flip's on South Main
Street, has been averaging 30
customers a day and refusing appointments, said owner Connie
Farell. The salon, which has only
one tanning machine, has been staying open past regular hours to accommodate the added business.
Horizon Sure Tan, one of the
largest tanning salons in Harrisonburg, turned over at least 20
customers in one hour Monday
night. No appointments are
necessary there.
Island Tans has been averaging 20
customers a day. Island Tans contains tanning beds, while other area
salons offer tanning booths. Some
beauty shops have tanning beds, but
they are not considered tanning
salons.
Tanning machines found in most
salons are either clamshell-like tanning beds or stand-in closets called
tanning booths. Privacy, music,
powder and lotion are provided by
all types of salons.
Two different types of ultraviolet
light waves can be used in the tanning bulbs of the tanning machines.
They are UVA and UVB rays.
Horizon Sure Tan and Island Tans
offer a combination of UVA and
UVB rays. The combination of the
two rays allows better, longer-lasting
results. Horizon owner Beulah Long
said.
UVB rays are responsible for
releasing melanin, a skin pigment,
which is oxidized by UVA rays, she
said. "This is what causes the skin to
turn brown. UVB rays are the only
rays that can protect the skin from
sunburn once exposed to normal
sunlight." r
UVA rays are considered the
safest tanning rays because they emit
less energy than UVB rays. Overexposure to UVA rays will result in the
same degree of damage to the skin as
a normal amount of UVB rays.

A student tans in a booth at Horizon Sure Tan.
The Food and Drug Administration requires labels on tanning
machines that warn users to protect
their eyes by wearing goggles. The
label also states that people taking
photosensitive drugs, including some
antibiotics such as tetracycline,
should consult their doctors before
using the machines.
Dr. Christopher Sheap, a Harrisonburg dermatologist, said the

Campus police
give driving tips
for Spring Break

File photo

American Academy of Dermatology
is 100 percent against tanning in any
form.
"Tans are a sign of injury, not
health," Sheap said. "There is no
such thing as a safe tan."
Melanoma, a skin cancer, is on the
rise "like the dickens," he said. A
possible cause of melanoma is
overexposure to ultraviolet rays. His
youngest skin cancer patient was a

As students prepare to drive to wanner spots for
Spring Break, they should be ready to handle pro-t
blems they may encounter on the road.
"Don't push yourself on the way down and back
at the expense of safety," said Alan MacNutt,
director of campus police. He suggests the following precautions to ensure a safe trip:
• Avoid fatigue.
Don't rely on coffee or loud music to keep you
awake. As soon as you get tired, pull off the road
and take a break. Stretch, get a drink and switch
drivers if possible. Don't drive for more than two
hours without a break.
• Recognize problems with the weather.
You may be headed for Florida sunshine but
that doesn't mean rain, ice or snow isn't possible
on the way.

Sophomore Andrea Dixon said,
"Tanning booths seem safer because
at least you're getting some pre
exposure to the sun and they're suppose to filter out most of the bad
rays."
Lee Massie, salon director for
Island Tans, said customers still
should use caution when in the sun.
"Just because you use sun lamps
doesn't mean you don't need to use
suntan and moisturizing lotions
when you go out into the sun," he
said. "You do!"

• Check all equipment before you leave.
• Bring items that might help with simple repairs
on the road, such as flares, extra fan belts, fuses,
electrical tape and a knife. Also, be sure you have a
good jack and a spare tire.
• Avoid horseplay with other students you may
pass on the way. An accident will cut a good vacation short.
• If you see a collision or are involved in one,
stabilize the situation to avoid involving others,
then seek help.
• Be aware of the laws for each state. As you
pass from one state to another read all signs and
markers, and pay attention to changes in speed
limits.
• Don't drink and drive.
— Alex Dapolito
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DISTRIBUTERS OF
Electronic Products
and
Electrical Supplies
(703)4341751

IMf BOUTM HWH tTNMT
POST OFFICK BOX DM
HAMMSONSUNa, VMOMMA *M01

WE WANT YOU
TO PHOTOGRAPH
PARTY PICS!

Super Specials
with college I.D.
NV-T120PSD
Premium Standard
Video Cassette

Photographers needed at local campuses this semester!
Campus Manager needed also!

$299.90
Pwmonic
PV-13304
• Hour Front-Loading Home Video
CeeMtte Recorder wHh Omnitearch and
Siand-By One Touch Recording
• Buiitm 2-wee* ?-p*ogramdigi«i clocfc'limer
• Stand By Ooe Touch Recording.
• Multi Function Display
• 12-pOSHton pushbutton VHF'UMF lurwr
• Omniiearch Stilt-Frame and Frame Advance
mS*.P
• SP'LP'SLP speed selector
• Auto-SlOp and rewind
• So*t-toucn controls

Great Money!
Fun Time!

$4.89 each
$4.59 each case of 10

(Need good 35mm camera & strobe

PanaeorMcCT?012
i? dagonai cow portawe TV * ir CotorP.ioi
acdve electron* orcuiu, to* <te»«e 'iesitcn«
Pan#ot»automaK'ine toning Panaeriiecom'O
Click-»(Op lyning 100". SOliO-State >C CaSS'S
Detachable VMf cipok- and UMF loop antenna*
C*Tv Master amenna connector Direct-read
Channel indicatoi

CALL TODAY
OR WRITE:

MATHIS STUDIO
Attn: Randy Mathis
7124 Forest HID Avenue
Richmond, W 23225
Phone (804) 320-0580

$179.90

Visa

Choice

Mastercard

Goal Minds
You've set your mind on setting solid goals for
business management success. Few industries can offer you the kind of broad business
exposure, early profit center responsibility, and
first-hand decision-making that food service
can. And only TACO BELL can offer you goals
for growth that are as ambitious as yours.
Backed by the resources of Fortune 50
PepsiCo, Inc., we've more than doubled the
size of our national operations base over the
past five years. Grown faster than the food
service industry. Faster than the fast food
market segment. Our next goal is to double in
size again to more than 3,000 TACO BELL
restaurants That will demand people with a
mind to be the very best.
If you're a success-oriented graduate who
thrives on setting goals, then achieving them,
TACO BELL could be your goal mine. Our
extensive training program coupled with
hands-on experience will move you quickly

from the basics to multi-unit management
responsibility. You'll enjoy the support of strong
corporate resources, including full-scale advertismg, marketing, real estate, field construction
and human resource services. And you'll
advance as far as your talents will take you, not
just by chance, but by plan.

illii
I

Of course, at TACO BELL, you won't find
success on a silver platter, but if you've got a
mind for leadership, you will find it in some very
valuable goals. Find out more. We will be
recruitingwnrpuFj,campus March 18th.

i

1978 I960 I963 1984 WM t388-

for further information inquire at the Placement
ggL°lJgnd your resume to: Timothy J.
g°JgTi»^rg«Hurnan R—ourcaa Manager,

J"5°J*?JLJ?40Jtarte 70E, Suite 203,
Chenyjjpjj08003r

TOCCMlEtt—^oaiUotSucccss.
Made loi-Ybu.
PepsiCorTncTComrjany
A

_____^3^an5fWnamT7TmPT6yer
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PC Dukes to increase
value of food contracts
By Mike Wilson
SGA reporter

Contract values in PC Dukes will
be increased beginning March 24,
the chairwoman of the food services
committee said during Tuesday's
Student Government Association
meeting.
Contract values will be increased
to $3 on Monday nights and $2.50
Tuesday through Thursday nights,
Cindy Twining said. Contract values
will remain $2.15 for weekends and
lunches.
"PC Dukes has had time to get
their operation running smoothly,
and they are better able to deal with
crowds now," Twining said.There is a high dining demand in
D-Hall on Monday nights, Twining
said. The contract value in PC
Dukes is being raised to try to draw
people from D-Hali to cut down on
crowding.
The dining demand is low on
weekends in both D-Hall and PC
Dukes so the management did not
see any reason to raise the contract
value, she said.
The management raised the value
for Tuesday through Thursday
nights in response to students' requests.
The new values will be in effect
until the end of this semester, she
said. PC Dukes is going through its
budgeting process now so no decision has been made about contract
values for next semester.
In other business, a proposal to
allocate $1,259 to the Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship was cut to $309
by the finance committee but then
amended by the senate.
The committee approved funds
for the group to bring Christian
speakers to campus but cut funds to
send the executive members of the
group to a leadership training
workshop the week after school
ends.
Anne-Marie Johnson amended the
proposal back up to $799 to pay half
the cost of sending the members to
the workshop.
Finance committee member Bryan
Little opposed the amendment
because the SGA is supposed to help
finance "student activities." He said
he doesn't conisider activities after
the school year part of this category.
Commuter senator Gail Bache
argued that members could learn
during the summer and bring ideas
back to campus in the fall to benefit
other students.
The senate passed the amended
version of the proposal.
A proposal to allocate $1,850 to
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc.
was cut to $360 by the finance committee and then amended up to $600
by the senate.
The group had asked for money to
send 10 members to its Mid-Atlantic

Regional Conference. The finance
committee agreed to pay registration
fees for the six underclassmen going
on the trip, but not for the seniors.
Ikenberry senator Leslie Quezaire
amended the proposal to pay
registration fees for' all of the
members who were going, including
seniors.
The senate passed the amended
version of the bill, allocating $600 to
the group.
The senate approved a proposal to
allocate $548.12 to the Madison
Outing Club to help pay for equipment such as gas lamps and tent
poles.
Twenty-five percent of the
students who go on trips with the
clijb are non members, said finance
committee chairman Greg Bejiham.
The entire student body can benefit
from the group's activities.
The senate also voted to allocate
$707 to the JMU Women's Softball
Club to help pay for game officials,
entry fees, equipment and lodging
for the upcoming season.
The senate approved a proposal to
allocate $500 to the International
Association of Business Communicators to help the group bring
speakers to campus and to help pay
for the group's newsletter.
The senate voted to allocate $460
of a $1,998 request to the Madison
Rugby/Football Club. The group
had asked for money to pay for
equipment and travel and lodging at
an upcoming state tournament in
Norfolk, Benham said.
The $460 will be used to pay for
five practice balls, a medical kit and
two water coolers, he said.
A proposal to allocate $236 to the
Psi Beta chapter of Beta Beta Beta, a
biology honor society, was cut to $44
by the finance committee and passed
by the senate.
-»■
The group had asked for money to
send two students to the
Southeastern Regional Conference
of the National Society of Beta Beta
Beta in Columbia, S.C.
The committee subtracted from
the original request the cost of food
and funds that the group already
had, Benham said.
The finance committee killed a
proposal to allocate $800 to Kappa
Kappa Psi, the honorary band
fraternity, to help the group pay
transportation and registration fees
at their annual district convention.
Benham said the group already
had sufficient funds to pay for the
trip.
The committee also killed a proposal to allocate $180 to the
Wayland Historical Society and Phi
Alpha Theta, a history honor society, to help send members to
historical and cultural programs in
South Carolina.
See SGA page 7
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Don't sign a lease for
next year until you talk
to us.
Introducing

JMU's new, prime location designed for student living

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No Closing Cost or Points...
95% Financing...
Three Spacious Bedrooms...
Two Full Baths...
Central Air Conditioning...
All Kitchen Appliances...
Washer/Dryer in Each Home...
5 Minute Walk to Class...
Quiet Study Environment...
Occupancy by Aug. 8, 1986
or Sooner...
• Prices Starting at $48,950...
PLAN B THREE BEDROOM UNIT W/ TWO BATHS

Come by our Sales Office between 1 and 5 p.m. (located behind RJ's Garden
Deli) or call 433-5052 or1-800-262-2200, ext. 435. This week, anyone who comes
by our Sales Office will receive a FREE 2 liter bottle of Coke or Sprite.

Name.
Address.
University Place-

Zip

State
Phone _

L

Bradley Properties
P.O. Box 8187
Roanoke, VA 24014

.1

(Occupancy Augr> 8, 1986

guaranteed)

Umversiiy Place, a condominium nas not yet been registered by the Virginia Real Estate Commission. A condominium may be reserved on a non-binding reservation agreement but no
contract of sale or lease may be entered into prior to registration.
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Debaters make tourney
A team of JMU debaters has
qualifed for the National Debate
Tournament next month.
The team of senior Brian
James and junior Rob Russell
will be one of the four teams
representing District VII at the
38th annual tournament.
Other qualifiers from this
district are teams from West
Virginia University, George
Mason University and the
University of Pittsburgh. The
district includes schools from
Virginia, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware,
New Jersey and the District of
Columbia.
JMU debaters have qualified
for the national tournament
seven out of the past eight years.
Dr. John Morello, director of
JMU's debate program and
associate professor of communication arts, said there was
more incentive to qualify this
year because JMU was not
represented in last year's national
competition.
"It meant more this year to
make it," he said.
"The achievement is not just
for Brian and Rob, but for the
whole team," Morello said.
"Everyone helps in preparation
and, in some small way, they
share the glory."

Morello called qualifying for
the national tournament the
"highlight of our season. Our
team does not travel on the national circuit throughout the year
like most of the teams that
qualify, so it is quite an accomplishment for us just to go
and do our best."
JMU will compete at the national tournament with debate
teams representing such schools
as Northwestern University, the
University of Southern California, the University of Kansas and
defending champion Harvard
University.
Sixty-two teams from across
the nation will be competing at
nationals held April 4-7 at Dartmouth College in Hanover, N.H.
The tournament is co-sponsored
by the Ford Motor Fund and the
American Forensic Association.
JMU qualified for the national
competition by finishing as one
of the top four teams at the
District VII Tournament held at
the University of Pittsburgh
Saturday and Sunday.
In this tournament, each team
competed in eight rounds of
debate with each round being
evaluated be two judges casting
independent decisions.

Foreign exchange students
to pay reduced tuition fees
By Amy Porter
staff writer

—Foreign exchange students who attend college in a Virginia statesupported university will pay reduced tuition fees under a bill recently
passed by the Virginia General
Assembly.
JMU has two foreign exchange
students enrolled. The foreign exchange program is sponsored by the
foreign language department.
The bill states that foreign
students who exchange with an instate student will pay in-state tuition
fees. These students currently pay
out-of-state fees.
The bill does not apply to foreign
students not on an exchange program or those exchanging with outof-state students.
There are 14 foreign students who
are not on the exchange program,
but that have come here on various
visas
Along with the bill, the General
Assembly discussed a budget amendment requiring foreign students who
are not on an exchange program to
pay 100 percent of the tuition fees.
The state usually pays 60 percent of
the fees.
The amendment was withdrawn
from the bill before it was passed.

c

Music Industry Association
Department of Music
Campus Mail
JMU ROCKS...ALTERNATIVE CAMPUS
PROGRAMMING!!!!!!!
NAME
P.O. BOX ,
■ NO. OF TAPES

DATE
PHONE
,AMOUNT SENT

JMU ROCKS ORDER FORM

c

Positions also available for weekends only (Saturday
and Sunday) and Saturdays only throughout the
season.

y

Release Date is expected during the first week in April. The
retail price is $6.50, but you can order now and pay only $5.50.
This pre-order offer is good until March 29, SO ORDER NOW!!!
To order your tape, please complete the attached form with
a check or money order of $5.50, and send it to:

If students who are not on an exchange program must pay more,
fewer will come, he said. "We want
more foreign students on campus,"
he said.
Already the scholastic requirements are stringent, he said.
Raising the amount foreign students
have to pay would further screen
them out.
Saadatmand said the proposal to
require foreign students to pay all
tuition fees is an " unprecedented
and unfair movement."

Weefwtdcutd Siuturw 9d Oppotfwutiu

It's the most fun you can have this side of the law!
A collection of JMU bands captured on a cassette for your
listening pleasure. This is a compilation tape featuring artists such
as:
Animal Logic
Rhythm Rats
Flowers of Discipline
Dave Rivers
Jellyfish Blues Band
Screem
Mainstream Connection
Shuffle
Out to Lunch Orchestra
Skanks
Mike Rayburn
The Tri

Bijan Saadatmand, the foreign
student affairs adviser here,
disagrees. If the amendment is raised
in the future and passed, Saadatmand said he "will raise hell for
that."
Saadatmand is a member of the
National Association of Foreign Student Affairs, which administers to
the needs of foreign students studying in the United States.

I^ngs Dominion

COMING SOON
TO A STEREO NEAR YOU
J.M.U. ROCKS

However, David Potter, a member
of the State Council for Higher
Education, said he anticipates the
amendment will be discussed again
in the future.
The amount the state pays is such
a small percentage of the students'
expenses that the students won't be
overburdened by it. Potter said.

BENEFITS
• Above average compensation.
Entry level positions begin at $3.60
per hour. Returning employees
from 1985 earn $3.70 ptr hour.
Food Service employees earn an
additional 25* per hour end of
season bonus. Many positions pay
more (see below).

• A schedule of 35-45 hours per
week In the summer.
• Time oil for vacations.
• An opportunity to gain valuable
Job experience.
• Opportunities for advancement and
promotion to supervisory positions.
• Internships available.

ADDITIONAL PAY INFORMATION
S-*^TPOSITION

Supervisor
Cash Control
Office & Clerical
Maintenance &
Grounds

PAY RATE
PER Ha

POSITION

•4.25-«5.50
M.50-M.85
M.00-M.80

Night Cleanup .
Vfcrehouse
Manager Trainee
Security
Marketing

M.50

MY RATE
PER HR.

M.50-M .65
'4.50-M.60
M 25- M 40
M.25
'375-M.40

Put MRM KMOT TO OHMM

rffflf %mt
Interviews are held at the Kings Dominion Personnel Office
Monday through Friday. 2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. • Saturdays, 9:00 am. -12:00 Noon
For a brochure on employment and pay Information, call (804) 876-5373
or write to:
Kings Dominion, Personnel Department
Box 166 • Dosweil. VA 23047

MM
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• No Closing Cost...
• 95% Financing...
• Two Bedrooms with a Split Bath
or...
Four Private Bedrooms with
2 Full Baths
•

All

Kitchen Appliances
including...
Microwave Oven
Washer & Dryer

• Roommate Locating Service...
• And Much Much More...
If you plan to attend Summer School, call us
for Information on Summer subleasing!

Plan II - Four Private Bedrooms
Two Full Baths

Stop by for Information for parents before
going home for Spring Break!
•

'

1

Units Available
Make Fall
Reservations Now!
Model OPEN Daily 2-6 p.m.
or
call for an appointment
434-5150

**•»«

•

HUNTERS
■JOGC
COMOOMMUUMg
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JMU leaders
recognized
The president of the Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs
and the adviser of the JMU
Orienteering Club were awarded
the top campus
leadership
awards at a banquet Tuesday.
Bart Nasta, a senior majoring
in finance and economics, and
Cpt. Christopher Kentch were
acknowledged at the Leadership
Recognition Banquet sponsored
by the student activities office.
Michael Way, associate student activities director, presented
Nasta with the student leader of
the year award and Kentch with
the faculty leader of the year
award.
At the banquet, Dr. Russell
Warren, vice president for
academic affairs, spoke on the
importance of effective leadership.
— Mike Scoffone

WMRA presents
business show
"Morning Business Watch" is
presented each weekday at 7:25 a.m.
on JMU public radio station
WMRA-FM (90.7).
The program is a look at the
previous day's stock market activity,
precious metal and currency trading,
and news on mergers and takeovers.

SGA
►.(Continued from page 5)

Benham said the "personal
enrichment" that members would
gain from the programs would not
benefit the student body as a whole.
The contingency account stood at
$4,301.53 before the meeting Tuesday.
In other business, the senate passed a proposal to display the Virginia
and United States flags at each of its
meeting.
4
The internal affairs committee
killed a proposal to require senators
to remain in attendance for the duration of the meeting because the proposal was vague and did not take into account all house rules.
In new business, the following
bills were proposed and referred to
the appropriate standing committees:
• Quezaire proposed having the
doors at Wampler Theater replaced
or remodeled to provide a more
theatrical atmosphere.
• Commuter senator Karl Lindsley and Quezaire proposed that a
referendum be taken during the spring election to get student input on
the issue of smoking in public places
of academic buildings.
• Converse senator Nanci Campbell and Johnson proposed that the
SGA go on record as supporting the
Junior Class in its fundraising efforts.

turntable sysjem (model number DP11F)-

Non-student
charged
with DUI
By Alex Dapolito
police reporter

One non-student was arrested and
charged-with driving under the influence of alcohol by campus police.
Driving Under the Influence
• Non-student Mark A. West, 25, of
Harrisonburg was arrested and charged
with driving under the influence of
alcohol about 12:50 a.m. Feb. 26 on
South Main and Cantrell streets, police
said.
Underaged possession of alcohol
• Two students were charged judicially
with underage possession of alcohol
about 12:30 a.m. Friday near Duke Fine
Arts Center, police said.
• One student was charged judicially
with underage possession of alcohol
about 11:45 p.m. Friday on Bluestone
Drive, police said.
Grand Larceny
• Stereo equipment valued at $600 was
reported stolen from Presidential Apartments between 9:30 p.m. Friday and 1:15
a.m. Saturday, police said.
The equipment was described as a
Yamaha stereo receiver (model number
R300) and a Denon automatic direct drive

Vandalism and larceny
• A vending machine in Chappelear
Hall was reported broken into and items
were reported stolen between 12:05 a.m.
and 2:30 a.m. Feb. 26. Estimated damage
and value of the stolen items was
reported at $75, police said,
• A vending machine in Dingledine
Hall was reported broken into and items
were reported stolen between 12 a.m.
and 12:20 p.m. Feb. 26. Estimated
damage and value of the stolen items
was reported at $58, police said.
• A vending machine in Garber Hall
was reported broken into and items were
reported stolen between 9 a.m. Feb. 21
and 9:40 a.m. Feb. 24. Damage and value
of the stolen items was reported at $10,
police said.
• A room at the Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority house was reported broken Into
and Items were reported stolen between
6:30 p.m. Feb. 27 and 2 a.m. Feb. 28,
police said. The value of the missing
items was recorded at about $12.
• A clock was reported pulled form a
wall in Chappelear Hall between 7:15
a.m. and 9:45 p.m. Feb. 24, police said.
Estimated damage was not known.

Possession of a switchblade
• A student was charged judicially
with the possession of a switchblade
about 1:30 p.m. Feb. 21 at Hanson Hall,
police said.
Disturbance and theft
• Three students were charged
judicially with disturbance and theft
about 8:45 p.m. Monday at the loading
dock of D-Hall, police said.

MARCH 24

National

MARCH for
WOMEN'S LIVES

March 9, 1986 Washington, D.C.

DEADLINE TO RETURN
HOUSING CONTRACTS
AND DEPOSIT^
Contracts will not be accepted
after March 24, 1986

Assemble: 10 a.m. on the Mall
between 7th and 14th Sts.
Rally: 12 noon, Lincoln Memorial

BEERFAST '86
March 21-23
Can you go 48 hours without drinking beer?

For details about information oontact JMU N.O.W. ED Box
M-18 or call X4458. Partial transportation costs available from
Virginia N.O.W. for any college student attending.

Keep Abortion & Birth control Safe and Legal
Participants Urged to Wear White
Coordinated by National Organization for Women

PROVE

IT!

Applications are available in each Residence hall office, the
Greek office, and Alumnae 107.
Sponsored by IFC, IHC, SGA, & Panhellenic
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arts & people

John Lambert (left), J.D. Mack and sound engineer Abe Rittenhouse work to polish The Trl's sound.

Staff photo by Stava Eaton

MIA produces 'party kind of tape'
By Lesley Williams
staff writer

"JMU Rocks," a tape of 12
campus musical acts, has been a
long time coming, according to
some of the artists involved.
The Music Industry Association
project was conceptualized last spring by MIA President Tim Leffel
who says it is the biggest project
the organization for students interested in the music business ever
has undertaken.
The cassette tape which will be
available in April is designed to
make campus bands more
recognizable.
"There are so many bands at
JMU that people just aren't
familiar with them," said Jon
Romeo of The Out to Lunch Orchestra, one band featured on the
tape.
Robbie Schaefer of The Jellyfish
Blues Band said, "My roommate
told me that most people have
never even heard of us, and we
plaster this campus with posters."
The tape was recorded at Alive

Recordings, a local studio.
Most members of contributing
bands had no experience with
studio recording. With the help of
the studio's engineer Abe Rittenhouse, each band spent about
four hours recording their songs.
Romeo said Rittenhouse was a
great help in making the sessions
run smoothly. "He really did a
wonderful job with the bands. He
guided us through the whole process."
Dave Rivers, one of the tape's
two solo artists, said Rittenhouse
communicated well with him in the
recording of his song "Silent
Storm." "He seemed to know how
I heard the song in my head, and
after mixing it for an hour, it came
out just the way I wanted it."
The use of a recording studio
and state-of-the-art equipment
allowed the bands to produce a
more polished sound.
Mike Clem who is lead singer
and guitar player with The Jellyfish
Blues Band said, "When listeners
hear the quality of the sound

they'll be very impressed with the
professional potential of these student musicians."
Schaefer said, "So much of live
music is the equipment that these
campus bands can't afford, but
when you get us in the studio with
all the right stuff you get a high
quality sound."
While band members said they
hope the tape will bring more
students to their performances,
Leffel said he focuses on the
benefits the bands received from
production experience.
"The music business is very hard
to break into," Leffel said. "Now
they have a professionally recorded
demo tape. That was one of the
main objectives of this project."
Rivers agreed, "This will really
help with any portfolio I may out
together."
Clem said he is more excited
about the possibility of hearing his
music blasting out of a dorm window. "It's really wild to know that
your music will be playing
somewhere that you're not."

The MIA has ordered 1,000 of
the "JMU Rocks" cassettes and
hopes to release them the first week
of April. Interested persons can
purchase one then for $6.50 or preorder now through the MIA and
receive a SI discount. The tape will
be available on campus and in Harrisonburg and Charlottesville
record stores.
Listeners can expect to hear
music ranging from the Chuck
Berry beat of the Jellyfish's "I
Wouldn't've Minded" to The
Doobie Brothers-sound of Out to
Lunch's "People Change."
"This is like a K-Tel album, only
instead of the Bee-Gees and the
Bay City Rollers, you get Animal
Logic and The Tri," Clem sai6\
The tape will include 17 original
songs. Leffel said, "It's a fun, party kind of tape."
Romeo said school pride probably will be a big factor in sales.
"As opposed to all the live performances you may attend, this is
something concrete you can take
away from the music scene at
JMU."
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Acts included
on 'JMU Rocks'
Animal Logic
Flowers of Discipline
The Jellyfish Blues
Band
Mainstream Connection
The Out to Lunch
Orchestra
Mike Rayburn
Dave Rivers
Rhythm Rats
The Screem
The Shuffle
Skanks
The Tri

Thursday

Staff photo by Slav* Eaton

Lambert (left) and Bill Davis are members of The Tri. They and band member Danny
Fisher have one song on the "JMU Rocks" tape.

COMEDY
• Professional Comedians Night —
Scruple's, Sheraton Inn, $4 cover charge.

• The Color Purple (PQ-13) - Valley
Mall Roth Theatres, 2:30 p.m., 5:15 p.m.
and 8:15 p.m.

MUSIC

• Animal Logic — Mystic Den, $2 cover
charge.
• Joyce Breeder) (country, folk) — Little Grill, S1 cover charge.
• d.J. — J.M.'s, ZTA, TKE and Ashby
Sponsor Night, $1 cover charge.
• d.J. — Calhoun's, $1 cover charge.
• d.J. — Belle Meade, Ladles Night, $1
cover charge for ladles, $2 for men.
• Jellyfish Blues Band - Players,
Lambda Chi Alpha Sponsor Night.

MOVIES

• Murphy* Romance (PQ-13) — Roth
Theatres, 7 p.m.
^ .Quicksilver (PQ) - Roth Theatres,
'9:15 p.m.
/ • Down and Out In Beverly Hills (R) —
Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
• House (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 p.m.
and 9:20 p.m.
• Delta Force (R) - Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:45 p.m., 4:15 p.m., 7:15 p.m.
and 9:40 p.m.
. Pretty In Pink (PQ-13) -Valley Mall
Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m., 530
D.m.. 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
• Out of Africa (PQ) - Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 2:45 p.m., 5:30 p.m. and 8.30
p.m.
. The Color Purple (PQ-13) -*•"•*
Mall Roth Theatres, 2:30 p.m., 5:15 p.m.
and 8:15 p.m.
,
„.„..,■
• Rooster Cogbum - Qrafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

Saturday

Friday
MI mic
. J. C. Craun (tentative) - Mystic Den,
$3.50 cover charge.
. Rev. Billy C. Wlrti - Calhoun s, $3
cover charge.
• d.J. — JM.'s, $1 cover charge.

• 52nd Street — Scruples, $3 cover
charge.
• Windfall (bluegrass-folk ensemble)
— Little Grill, $2 cover charge.
• Hybrid Ice — Scotland Yard, cover
charge not available.
• Borderline - Gandy Dancer, $3
cover charge.
• d.j. — Belle Meade, no cover charge.
• d.j. — Players, $1 cover charge.

MOVIES

• Wildcats (R) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m.
and 9:10 p.m.
• Down and Out m Beverly Hills (R) fRoth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
• House (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 p.m.
and 9:20 p.m.
• Hannah and Her Sisters (PQ-13) —
Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:35 p.m., 3:35 .
p.m., 5:35 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and 9:35 p.m.
• Pretty in Pink (PQ-13) — Valley Mall
Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30
p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
• Highlander (R) - Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:35 p.m., 3:35 p.m., 5:35 p.m.,
7:35 p.m. and 9:35 p.m.

MUSIC

• J. C. Craun (tentative) — Mystic Den,
$3.50 cover charge.
• Ron Gentry — Calhoun's, $1 cover
charge.
• d.J. — J.M.'s, $1 cover charge.
• 52nd Street — Scruples, $3 cover
charge.
• Steve Parks (folk) — Little Grill, $1
cover charge.
• Hybrid Ice — Scotland Yard, cover
charge not available.
• Borderline — Gandy Dancer, $3
cover charge.
• Southern Breeze - Belle Meade, $3
cover charge.
• d.J. — Players, $1 cover charge.

MOVIES

• Wildcats (R) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m.
and 9:10 p.m.
• Down and Out In Beverly Hills (R) —
Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
• House (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 p.m.
and 9:20 p.m.
• Hannah and Her Slaters (PQ-13) Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:35 p.m., 3:35
p.m., 5:35 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and 9:35 p.m.
• Pretty In Pink (PQ-13) - Valley Mall
Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30
p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
• Highlander (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:35 p.m., 3:35 p.m.. 5:35 p.m.,

7:35 p.m. and 9:35 p.m.
• The Color Purple (PQ-13) — Valley
Mall Roth Theatres, 2:30 p.m., 5:15 p.m.
and 8:15 p.m.
Celebrity Tickets to Roth Theatres are
available for $2.85 In the Inter-hall Council Office and the Commuter Student
Lounge.

Artworks
SAWHILL GALLERY
• Spotlight '86: Southeast Crafts —
Feb. 17 through March 6 In Duke Fine
Arts.
Sawhill Gallery hours: Mon. through
Frl. 8:30-noon, 1-4:30 p.m., 7-9 p.m.; Sat.
and Sun. 1-5 p.m.

ARTWORKS GALLERY
• Artwork by Anne Qerwlnakl and
Peggy Walah — Through March 22 in
Zlrkle House.

NEW IMAGE GALLERY
• 3-D Photographs by Maauml Hayashi
— Through March 7 In Zlrkle House.

THE OTHER GALLERY
• Mixed-media by Paul Tury —
Through March 22 In Zlrkle House.
Zirkle 'House hours: Mon. through
Thurs. noon-5 p.m.; Sat. and Sun. noon-4
p.m.

f"

■ ' '•.
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Dancers honored in region
Six JMU dancers were
nominated to compete in a national dance competition this May
in Washington, D.C.
The women, members of the
Dance Theatre, performed in the
American College Dance
Festival's southeastern regional
competition in Columbia, S.C.,
Jan. 28-Feb. 1.
"Lapse," a modern work
choreographed by JMU graduate
student Lee Richmond, was
chosen from 17 dances presented
by 11 southeastern colleges to
open the festival's gala concert
and was nominated for the national gala performance.
The JMU dancers nominated
included Richmond, Sherri
Clements, Jennifer Jones,
Michelle Neely, Maria Sorongon
and Wendy Stevens.
The dancers and Kate Trammell, an instructor of dance here,
and Cynthia Thompson, an assistant professor of dance, attended

-,

classes and lectures by professional dancers and ,
choreographers at Columbia College.
"The American Collge Dance
Festival gave our students a
chance to see where thay stand
technically and performance-wise,
and they were good," Thompson
said. "It was a great honor for
Lee as a choreographer and exciting since her work was competing with faculty, guest artists
and seasoned choreographers."
Though the honor came as a
surprise "it was a nice surprise,"
Richmond said. "When you see
other works, you can't help comparing your work with someone
else's. You are your own critic
and your worst critic."
The work's musical accompaniment has a Caribbean beat which
flows into a classical rhythm.
"Lapse" will be featured in the
Contemporary Dance Ensemble
concert held 8 p.m. March 20-22
in Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre.

Writers
Wanted
If you enjoy writing and are
fascinated by people or intrigued by the arts, The
Breeze's feature section could
be the place for you to exercise
your talent and satisfy your interest.
For more information about
becoming a feature writer, call
6127 and ask for the features
editor.
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434-8706,

with Mystery Guests

Mi AT
Department $2
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Wrestlers repeat regional title
Two qualify
for NCAAs

UVa. hands
Dukes first
loss, 3-2
By Greg McCormick
staff writer

By Sonny Dearth
staff writer

.

The trophy stands tall across from
JMU wrestling coach Dick Besnier's
desk. The plaque at the bottom
reads: "NCAA EASTERN
REGIONAL, 1986, CHAMPION."
Few people thought that trophy
would go to a Dukes squad plagued
throughout the season with injuries
to its top wrestlers. Yet somehow,
JMU managed to win its second consecutive regional crown last weekend
at Kutztown, Pa. The Dukes edged
Slippery Rock University, 70.5 to
68.25, to finish first in a field of 22
teams.
"It was a real good team effort,"
Besnier said. "We won by a close
margin; if we'd lost one more match
we would have lost the tournament.
"Everybodyton our team made a
valuable contribution, placing as
high as they could," he said.
JMU started the tournament in
fine fashion, winning 17 of its first
19 individual matches. By winning
two of its three main draw finals and
two of three consolation finals, the
Dukes held off a strong challenge
from Slippery Rock.
"We had all our good people
wrestling again," Besnier said. The
Eastern Regional and the Virginia
Intercollegiate League (VIL) tournament were two of the few times JMU
had almost all of its best people on
the mat for the same event. The
Dukes won both crowns.
JMU's Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer
defeated Morgan State's Charles
Kennedy 5-0 to win the 118-pound
division. Bowyer was named the
tournament's outstanding wrestler
and received his second consecutive
bid to the NCAA tournament.
Tony Gentile took the 158-pound
class for the Dukes, winning a key
9-5 final bout over Slippery Rock's

Jeff Bowyer

Tony Gentile

Paul Lawson. Gentile, who is the
first JMU wrestler to qualify for the
NCAA tournament three consecutivayears, finished second in the
most outstanding wrestler voting.
JMU's Doug West reached the
finals in the heavyweight division,
losing to Rutgers* undefeated Lee
Getz 10-0. In the semifinals, though,
he pinned 440-pound Emmanuel
Yarborough of Morgan State. The
win was sweet revenge for West, who
had been pinned by Yarborough in
the last bout of the Dukes' loss to
MSU earlier in the season.
JMU's 167-pounder Brian
Kurlander and 177-pounder George
Fiorile scored crucial third-place
finishes. Kurlander beat Jimmy
Dunne of American 9-2, and Fiorile
defeated Bradd Zulo of Slippery
Rock 3-1 in the consolation finals.
JMU's Andy Gunning recovered
from a first-round loss to place
fourth in the 134-pound class.
"Everybody was a key factor,"
Besnier said. "West pinned Yarborough, Fiorile did a super job
under adverse conditions,
(190-pounder) Don Griffith had two
good pins early on, (150-pounder)
Brett Davis beat the secopd seed

from Slippery Rock 12-0 in the first
round."
The Dukes placed six of their nine
wrestlers in the tournament. To win
the tournament, JMU overcame the
handicap of not having an entry in
the 142-pound class because starter
John Durso was sick.
"Winning last year was exciting,"
Besnier said, "but anybody can win
something once. This shows we have
a good solid program. It's harder to
repeat than to win the first time."
As for the NCAA tournament,
held March 13-15 in Iowa City,
Iowa, Bowyer believes he has a better chance than he did last year.
"I'm ready to win it all this year,"
Bowyer said. "I hope I'm seeded
(top 12). A lot of it is luck in where
you're placed."
Bowyer's goal is to reach the
semifinals, guaranteeing him AllAmerican status.
"Last year I just wanted to say I
went," he said. "When I left there
(NCAA tourney at Oklahoma City) I
wanted to make up for it. I was up
by six points and wrestled stupid,
getting tied up."
"The experience of being there
before is going to help me this year,"
Bowyer said.

Winning last year was exciting, but
anybody can win something once. This
shows we have a good, solid program."
tl

—Dick Besnier
JMU wrestling coach

"We just couldn't get
anything started."
That description from second
baseman Mike Mathews pinpointed the JMU baseball
team's woes Tuesday in a 3-2
loss to the University of
Virginia.
The Cavaliers, behind the pitching of David Sammons,
handed JMU its first defeat of
the season and dropped the
Dukes* record to 3-1.
"That pitcher today was as
good a breaking ball pitcher as
we'll see this year," said head
coach Brad Babcock.
Sammons held JMU to three
hits and struck out six to record
his second victory in as many
outings.
The Dukes' three hits were
their lowest total since April 29,
1984, when JMU was held to
three hits and struck out 18
times by Maryland.
JMU broke on top in the second, on Glen Deren's solo
home run to left. The homer
marked the third in four games
for Deren.
The Dukes scored another
run in the fourth, as Rod Boddie scored from second on a Bill
Narleski throwing error.
When Mark Brockell lined to
short, Narleski's attempt to
double Boddie off second went
sailing into foul territory and
Boddie came home.
Sophomore pitcher Mike Linskey held the Cavaliers at bay
for the first four and two-thirds
innings, striking out five and
giving up only two hits until
Virginia's Kevin McDonald
closed the gap. He launched a
1-1 Linskey pitch over the leftcenter field fence for a 2-1
margin.
JMU pitching coach Ray
Heatwole noted Linskey has to
learn to take control of the pitches he throws if he doesn't like
a particular call.
"We're not really ready to
tell what Mike can throw in any
situation," he said.
Babcock added his own explanation.
"Coach Heatwole calls the
pitches, with a coach calling the
See LOSS page 15 *•
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Play of freshmen crucial
in JMil's tourney victory
By Mark Charnock
sports editor

While most people were looking to
names like Flo Jackson, Alisa Harris, Julie Fran ken and Betsy Witman
to bring back JMU's first CAA
women's basketball championship,
two freshmen almost single handedly
stole the show for the Dukes.
Missy Dudley has been a key alternate for the Dukes all season. She
broke out of a slump with 17 points
on Saturday night to heJpJMU rout
UNC-Wilmington by 19 in the conference semifinal.
In the championship, however, it
took a little-known freshmen whose
sister, Donna, was receiving more attention as a starter. Diane Budd
responded for head coach Shelia
Moorman by hitting two jumpers
and a layup in the second half. That
gave the Dukes a 53-52 lead over a
senior-dominated ECU team that
had the Dukes reeling without
starters Jackson and Harris.
That's the kind of depth Moorman was looking for when she
recruited the two Budd sisters out of
Wheaton High School in Maryland.
After the game the two sisters
mutually enjoyed the chance for
both of them to play such an integral

part in the Dukes' title.
"We owe it to the whole team the
whole game," Diane said after JMU
had the trophy firmly in hand.
"It's just like high school," Donna said. "I'm glad she came out and
shot."
Although they played key roles as
starters, Jackson, Harris, Franken
and Witman were probably just as
glad she came out and shot too.
The Dukes had a good tournament and finished as the 18th ranked
team in the nation according to the
Philadelphia Inquirer/Associated
Press poll, but don't put them in the
NCAA's yet.
They will certainly be a strong
contender for an at-large bid in the
40-team tournament, but JMU will
still have to wait and see.
"I think we have a good shot at
being an at-large selection," Moorman said immediately after the tournament.
Miami (Fla.) had what people considered a pretty good shot last season
also. They Finished with a 21-7
record with an upset of St. Joseph's.
No call ever came.
The Dukes have this scenario to
look at. Barring any more con-

See NCAA page 10, >

Staff photo by Stave Eaton

JMU head coach Shelia Moorman is hoping her 26-3 team will get
one of the 22 NCAA at-large bids to be handed out Sunday.
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ON RESERVE
AT KINKO'S.
There is an alternative to the Library Reserve Book Room:
Kinkos.
Give your students the option of obtaining an individual
copy to study by putting your course materials on reserve at
Kinkos.

kinko's

1010 South Main, Next (o Wampler Theatre
433-9287

atA ■ MAMftarr I
|70J» 4W71IJ

CUU.ST.

Compare this Townhouse to any Condo in
Town!!
There are many advantages and tax breaks for parents who
buy townhouses and then rent to their sons and daughters
Tell the folks about this deal:
University Court 3 brs, 1 % baths, fully equipped kitchen, din
and llv, deck, pool, washer and dryer, only $64,000 Manv
others to choose from.

Come join our gang at....

RESTAURANT AND DELICATESSEN
Deli • Gourmet Foods e Mixed Beverages
Imported Cheeses*Beer & Wine
Catering^ervic^^3^64^^Take

^

60 WEST WATER ST. • HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
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Archery team
captures top
three places
JMU archers took the top individual honors and swept the team
competition Sunday at the
Millersville—Lancaster Invitational
in Millersville, Pa.
In the women's competition, the
Dukes took the top three positions
with senior Libby McConnell
finishing first with a 557, junior Suzi
Miller placing second with a 537 and
junior Janice Havranek taking third
with a 525.
JMU also took the top three
places in the men's division, with
senior Doug Fague leading the
Dukes with a first place score of 562.
Senior Bob Davis finished second
with a 549 and freshman Tom Hoffman took third with a 525.
JMU outscored Atlantic Community College to win the men's and
mixed team division and beat out
Millersville to capture the women's
competition.
The Dukes' next competition will
be March 29-30, when JMU hosts
the
U.S.
Indoor
Tournament—Eastern Region Satellite
Tournament.

■—

Men's Gymnastics
The Dukes recorded their highest
finish ever in the Southeastern
Championships Sunday with a
fourth-place finish in the seven-team
meet, held at North Carolina State.
Georgia scored 264.05 points to
win the team competition, followed
by William and Mary (253.15),
Jacksonville State (252.30) and JMU
(224.00).
Junior Bob McKiernan led the
Dukes (6-3) in the all-around with a
13th-place score of 45.40. Senior
Dave Kinnick finished 14th with
45.35 points, sophomore Mike
Harley placed 15th with 45.00
points, and senior Tom Mannik
finished 16th with 43.40 points.
In the individual events, Harley
led JMU with an eighth place on the
parallel bars with a score of 7.5, and
junior Mark Smith scored a
personal-record 8.9 points on the
floor exercise.

Men's Tennis
JMU defeated Washington and
Lee 5-4 Monday. Senior RoberttBell,
sophomore Sonny Dearth and
freshman Lee Bell all posted singles
and doubles victories to lead the
Dukes. Their record is 1-1.

pitches it takes the pressure off of
the pitcher and catcher. Up until
now, Mike hasn't felt comfortable
(calling his own pitch)."
Linskey's troubles continued in
the sixth inning when back-to-back
doubles by Keith Kowalski and
Narleski tied the game.
The'CavaHfersv got tne wifming-rti»
in the eighth, when Kowalski tagged
from third on Kent Savedge's
sacrifice fly.
JMU takes its 3-1 record south to
Miami for a spring road trip where
they face Maine, Creighton and
Southern Illinois.
The main concern for Heatwole,
however, is subpar performances
from some members of his staff and
no performances from others.
"We've got some that haven't
proven themselves, and some that

haven't had a chance to play," he
said. Bobby Ivanicki, Bobby .
Holland, Scott Economy and Chris I
Gar her have not seen action yet.
JMU's toughest competition in
Miami will probably come from
Maine. The Black Bears*.have been
ranked nationally in severar^pre-""
season polls.
Maine faces Miami one day before
its initial meeting with JMU, but
BabcocW doesn't think this will afford his team any benefits.
"Knowing John Winkin (Maine
coach) like I do, he'll throw his four,
five and six pitchers against Miami
and his one and two against us," he
said.
After the spring trip, JMU faces
Virginia Military
March 19
before returning home to play
Towson State March 20.

NCAA

► (continued from page 14)

ference upsets, like what happened
in the ACC this past weekend, and
every conference favorite and nationally ranked team (JMU included) was accepted, that would put the
current total accepted at 33. That
would still leave seven more spots
for upsets and other at-large bids.
There are some other things to
consider here. According to a Daily
News Record article Tuesday, James
Jarrett, a member of the eastern

region's advisory board, said ^he
polls "do not play a part in the selection process."
Strength of schedule and season
record are considered the keys when
considering a team for an NCAA
bid, according to Jarrett.
The Dukes finished 26-3, with
losses to nationally ranked Virginia
and Oklahoma, but they'll wait until
Sunday to see if they are one of the
lucky 22 at-large bids.

L
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For your public exposure.
Right here in Harrisonburg.
State-of-the-Art Tanning Systems,
safer than$ the sun ... year round!

o
—
First Visit JFL With This Ad

Test yourself.
Which early pregnancy test is as
easy to read as red, no—white, yes?
Which is a simple one-step test?
Which has a dramatic color change
" to make the results unmistakable?
Which is 98% accurate, as accurate
as many hospital and lab tests?
Which is portable for convenience
and privacy?

Get your tan in private Show it off in public!

lsland%ns

40 Miller Circle - Harrisonburg, VA
CALL FOR RESERVATION

433-6471
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viewpoint
Erik Hargreaves-

Founders' Day
When we return from the sun, fun and overall merrymaking of Spring
Break, we'll have the 78th annual Founders' Day to look forward to on
March 19.
Founders' Day marks the anniversary of JMU's establishment in
1908 by the Virginia General Assembly and the birth of James
Madison in 1751. It is traditionally celebrated with a ceremony featuring noted speakers and the presentation of honorary degrees and
teaching awards.
This year's ceremony will officially begin JMU's commemoration of
the bicentennial of the ratification of the U.S. Constitution. The
keynote guest speaker, University of Virginia president Dr. Robert
O'Neil, is an attorney who will speak from his expertise in first amendment law.
Only 650 students and faculty attended last year's ceremony. Better
attendence this year would demonstrate JMU's enthusiasm for the
bicentennial celebration. As president of the university which officially stores James Madison's documents, Dr. O'Neil will certainly be a
major participant in the bicentennial celebrations. We can show him
that James Madison's namesake university also wants to be on the
bandwagon.
Most students will be recovering from Spring Break on March 19
and may not feel motivated to sit through a ceremony of speeches,
even though everyone will be excused from class for the occasion.
Founders' Day may not be very entertaining and will certainly not compare to revels of a pilgrimage to Florida, but it could do a lot to tie the
university to its namesake if enough make it to the ceremony. A letter
to The Breeze last semester complained that JMU doesn't sufficiently
recognize James Madison. This year's Founders' Day offers a chance
to help correct this oversight.
The Founders' Day ceremony has been handed down from the
earliest days of the university. Let's show our support for the day as
we keep it going.
The above editorial was written by Charles Lundy and is the opinion of The Breeze's editorial
board.
The editorial board consists of editorial editor Brian Rawdon, assistant editorial editor Charles
Lundy, editor Owen Fariss and managing editor Cay Fultz.

Readers' Forum:
*

SDI: loans compromised for defense
To the editor.
This week, a majority of our student loans are in
the most dangerous situation they have ever been
in. The Reagan administration has asked Congress
to increase the defense budget, for this year alone,
by some 16 percent. Granted, there is some
necessary spending needed in the line of conventional weaponry, but a major part of this budget
will be going for the development of the SDI program, or "Star Wars" system.
Why, you might ask, would anyone be against a
system that would, in effect, make nuclear
weapons obsolete? Well, maybe the fact that the
system will never work. I'd like to make a comparison between the SDI program and the space
shuttle. The shuttle requires a systems check which
has more than one million systems checks. These
checks are done by three on-board computers. All
the checks done by these computers are done
simultaneously and must coordinate in every
aspect or the system will shut down. This is why
there hasn't been a successful launch of any of the

past 16 space shuttles or any other space launch in
the history of NASA.
The SDI program will have more than 1 billion
systems checks with eight on-board computers.
Again, any malfunction of any one of these
systems will shut the system down, making it
useless. In addition to this, it will require a yearround team of 16 technicians to monitor the SDI
system which will cover more than a 1,500 mile
span of outer space. If this is not enough, the
system will take between 30 to 45 minutes to complete its systems check, assuming all goes well. It is
a well-known fact that launch-to-impact of maximum range missiles is 15 minutes. That's 15 excess
minutes, minimum.
What is really incredible is that the Reagan administration has been told this many times. It was
one of the major reasons for the resignation of
former Secretary of State Alexander Haig. Reagan
said in his speech last Wednesday that the Soviets
worked for' 20 years to develop a system that protects Moscow. This is hard to believe, since the

Soviets are three years behind us in technology.
But more importantly, if Reagan decides that
the 20 years are still worth it, the expense would be
enormous. And if you don't think student loans
will be one of the first things to be cut from the
budget, you probably believe the "Star Wars"
system will work, too.
Oh, by the way, the probability of success of the
system is one 10-quadrillionth. The only chance
our loans have is for us to write to our Congressmen now because the decision is to be made in
a few weeks. So please spend that 10 or 15 minutes.
It may mean the difference to many people.

Chris Sutton
senior
hotel/restaurant management
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NOW supports legal and safe abortions
To the editor

I want to encourage JMU students and faculty
to attend the "March for Women's Lives" on Sunday, March 9 in Washington, D.C. The National
Organization for Women (NOW) is co-sponsoring
the march along with more than 160 organizations
to show support for keeping abortion and birth
control legal and safe. During the week of March
10, the Supreme Court will decide whether to
reverse Roe v. Wade, which legalized abortion 12
years ago.
The possibility of abortion becoming illegal may
seem remote but the anti-abortion faction is vocal,
well-organized and violent. In 1984 and 1985, one
in 15 women's health centers that perform abortions suffered almost 50 attacks ranging from
bombings, arson, fire bombs, dynamite and letter
bombs. These attacks were an attempt to stop

abortions by destroying the facilities providing
them or shutting down the facilities by draining
them financially and making insurance impossible
to obtain.
The clinics also suffer the daily harassment of
picketing. Employees and patients are verbally and
physically abused. The protesters jump on the
windshields of incoming cars and try to lead patients away from the centers for "a chat." NOW
presently sponsors an escort service to shield patients from such harassment.
NOW does not advocate abortion. NOW supports legal abortion to keep abortion safe and to
preserve a woman's right to have complete control
over her own body.
One of the most moving testimonies for legal
abortion was made by a hospital nurse before the
Virginia General Assembly, said Virginia NOW

president Emily McCoy during her recent visit to
JMU. McCoy said the nurse pleaded with the
assembly to protect legal abortion because of the
horrors she had seen when women had been given
abortions by crackpots or attempted to give
themselves abortions. According to McCoy, the
nurse said that if making abortion illegal meant
one more woman would suffer some of the things
she had seen, then the price was too high.
The right to a legal, safe abortion is in jeopardy.
I urge students and faculty to join in the march to
save and protect women's lives on March 9.
Anyone interested should contact JMU NOW
for details and information.
Julie Cloninger
president
JMU NOW

Public smoking ban will protect Remembering
rights, health of non-smokers
special people
To the editor:
In his March 3 letter, Greg Macris stated that he
vehemently opposes the ridiculous bill to ban
smoking in JMU academic buildings. Well, Mr.
Macris, I want to state that I am outraged by your
ridiculous stand.
Everyone has the right to live in a clean and unpolluted environment much more than another has
the right to smoke. I strongly disagree that nonsmokers should enjoy the same right to "light up"
in areas where they are required to be. No one has
the right to harm another's health simply because
they want to "light up."
Smoking is dangerous to the smoker and others
in the vicinity. I have seen the results of many
studies done on cigarettes including one showing
that non-smokers standing near a smoker can have
the same or worse havoc wreaked on their lungs as
that of the smoker. Of the major studies on smoking I read, all showed a direct correlation between
smokers and high incidences of lung cancer, heart
disease and various other diseases and abnormalities.
What about someone allergic to cigarette

smoke? Should the person be forced to stand outside so a smoker can exercise his/her "right?" I
don't like the disgusting smell of smoke, especially
when my clothes smell like an ashtray.
I also want to ask Mr. Macris exactly how to
stop smoke in PC Dukes from passing from a
smoker's section into a non-smokers section. Is
there some new technologically advanced device
that keeps smoke from going past a certain point
of air space? Surely the managers at PC Dukes
realized that if a smoking section was established,
there would still be smoke blowing into the nonsmoking area, especially since the tables are close
together.
And Mr. Macris, on your proposal that the SGA
concern itself with broader matters like South
Africa or nuclear arms proliferation, I suggest the
SGA stay on the same track and continue to
govern and promote policies with a direct impact
on JMU.

To the editor

March 17 will be the beginning of a very
special week recognized throughout the state as
Exceptional Children's Week. I hope that during this week, if just for a moment, all of you
will take the time to think about the special people who are a very important part of our area
and world. For those of you who would like to
become more involved, there are groups on
campus like Youth Association for Retarded
Citizens, Council for Exceptional Children and
Special Olympics. All woukl appreciate your
concern and gladly give more\information.
School work can be difficult, but during the
week of March 17, I ask you to please think
about the exceptional children of our area who
often find that the task of gaining our concern
and respect is the most difficult one they face.

by Erik Hargreaves
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Tonya Wood
Junior
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senior
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Erik Hargreaves is a senior majoring in international business.
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classifieds
Nancy Blessing (aka Belcher) - Hope
your twentieth birthday iskinda nouveau,
kinda hip, kinda hoppin , kinda rockin'.
Tag rne!! Get off in a big way. My dad's a
belcher from way back . . and you are??
No foam!! Walt - did I drink last night??
Being your roomie has been .. uh, an experience? Let's get zonked tonight!!
Happy Birthday and I love you! Love,
Your Breast Friend and Two BubbleFisted Mountain Drinker, Marie. PS.
Here's your damned personal. Now shut
upl!

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
BAP PAY.
ROUGH PAY.

Neeviomiw..

souTwcwer...
YepAonmr's ITINERARY
is SET...

ANPA
UTTU
MOTHeK

SURPRISE srevie/
PINNER'S ON TYUA
TABLE'ZL£T "
MYSELF IN THR0U6H
m BACK WINPOU
WITH A BRICK.
\

Sigma Kappa wishes all JMU students a
safe and fun Spring Break!!
Tommy Bear ■ Happy Birthday! Want to
snuggle? Love, Sweetie.
Buffalo Girl - Thanks for your support
and caring. You've truly changed my life.
Your "inappropriate moments" are
possibly the best thing that's ever happened to me. It's remarkable how close
laughter and tears are with you. Love,
Buckley's First Victim.
'
AGD • Retreat was awesome! I NEVER ..
laughed so hard in my life! (Thanks
Karen!) I love all you guys! Jacki

- SIGH J GUESS YOU'RE
STILL POtNGTHE

SAMZTHINGFORA
LIVING, ARBNT YOU?

Y0UKNOW7
STILL HflVe A
LfW PRACTICE,

m.
i,

Brentak, Sweet And), Super Mike,
Roanoke Dave, Sweetness, & Walt - Le
get psyched for an awesome Boss Day!
Kick out!

. .

WELL, A

MOTHER
CAN nmys

nope.

7 MEAN, f&AUY..
MAKING MONEY BY KEEPING
RAPISTS ANP MURPERERS OUT
OF ML _ WffcKg <N0VLP SUCH
A Nice, RESPECTABLE, UPPERCLASS BOY me GOTTEN THE
NOTION FOR SUCH A LIFE f

OH STEVIE...
FROM
I PRAY 'YOU'LL
HIS SH0RT- 00WTRUCKfKMRieP
PRIYING SCHOOL
MOTHER.
ONe Pf\Y...

Neal Docker - We'll miss you next block.
Good luck on your internship. Love, Your
Friends.
Brothers of Delta Sigma Pi get psyched
for Spring Break!
Meat Dopt. • Rare appearance.
Happy Birthday/? Kate! What's better
than celebrating your 19th in Jupiter?!
Blaine is awaiting your arrival. What a
present! Spaz
Croging Dock • Denovement is here and it
won't be pret. Rar. Prole. M.U. will not be
the same without harl. Don't be O at
Bloom. & lurk soon you out proge.
Chrome & Inca

Hibiscus Blossom ■ Thanx . . for
everything!! I realize I've created a
monster - no complaints. Use your
toothbrush! I love you! Muppet

Bassett Boy - Happy 21! We miss those
curls! Debate Hussies

Jean ■ Have an awesome Spring Break.
Keep going for quantity, I'll stick with
quality. Watch out for microphones. Suz

Jeff Pompoo - Have a great Spring Break
and come back ready to party! You're a
great TKE pledge and an even better little
Brother! Love, Your Big Sis.

Congratulations Bryan & "Bob" - Watch
out Nationals! Love, The Debate
Hussies.

If you are fairly sweet In nature and appearance, then party with Ashby tonight
at JM's!

Hummy Boar • Hope you have a wonderful trip. Come home soon. I love you
oodles and oodles! OXOX - Brown Eyes.

Party before the break with Ashby & ZTA
tonight at JM's!

Superdancers - You all were awesome.
Thank you for helping raise over $5000.

Go to JM's tonight and see a guest appearance of the Ashby Burn Wing.

Free Karate Lesson - No obligation.
Halterman Karate Institute. Call
434-8824.

Coma have
Nightclub.

fun

tonight

at

JM's

Yo Frlck • Break .. golf much. Thinking of
ya! Love, Frack.
To My Big Sis • You're awesome! Love,
Paul's Little Brother.

J.

In Search of Band - Serious musicians
with a sense of humor for NON-top 40
band. Range from Replacements to
Supremes to Elvis (Presley) to X to
Husker Du. If interested, send name,
phone, P.O., experience, to Band, P.O.
5447.

Thomas J. • Happy Birthday!! Olive Juice.
Dyanne
Animal Logic with special guests The
Meat Dept. Thursday.
Come Join ZTA, TKE, & Ashby at JM's
tonight, the last night to party before Spring Break!
Yo Cheese ■ Tan much . . Look out L.A.
Luv, Frack.
Stove M. ■ More details to follow after
break. Hint: you know us - ask your
roommate!! Other Admirers

Sheila W. • Good luck on your internship.
We'll miss you. Love, Your Zeta Sisters.
Sambo - In brief, thanks for the card,
gimme a call. C.
Grinch, Have fun in Lauderdaie. Don't
forget the postcard! Stinker
Alpha Gamma Delta wishes everyone a
happy and safe Spring Break.

Jump Rope for Heart!! Saturday, March
22,12-3 pm in Convocation Center. Need
to make a team of 6 people to take turns
jumping rope for 180 minutes. Please
help the American Heart Association. Excitement, music, door prizes, &
refreshments. If Interested in jumping
contact Laura Tyler, 433-2137 (Box 1522).
I need a ride back to school after Spring
Break. I live In N.J. right off Rt. 78, but
willing to meet anywhere along Rt. 78.
Susan, 433-0325, home number (201)
526-4934.
'
Hey SK's • Great way to get a jump on
Spring Break! Awesome party!
Joanio Balonie • Thanks for being the
best friend I could ever ask for. Have a
fantastic 19th birthday! Love, Donna.

CR - You're the greatest! Kepp up the
good work and Wave a super Spring
Break! Your Big SlB

Be there early Thursday for a special
M
MEAT DEPT. set.

Body Talk • Come to the healthy side of
life. Coming after Spring Break.
Delta Gamma wishes everyone a happy
and safe Spring Break!!
West Palm Beachor • Look a cloud!
Tropical storm is on the way. Enjoy your
window-seat. A Sarcastic Mary lander

Jeff Trudoau ■ Have a great break! Love,
Your Big Sister.

David Houser - Get a clue, this girl Isn't
for you.

Animal Logic welcomes back Rob "Van
Gogh" Hatch, Thursday.

Hey klddo - You are so very special. HapBi 40th. Until.. forever. I love you. Your
Hie Girl

SPE Shorts Gang — Key West wont be
the same without you. "Fantabulous"
time in Cancun! Love, Your Secretary,
E.S.

Monica, Cathy, & Donna - Get off at
Cocoa Beach. Can't wait for sun and fun.
Luv ya, Laura.

Amber • Come on, get a Real major. Pharmacy? Geez!

Twelve Bands for $5.50 - Only in America,
more specifically only at JMU, get "JMU
Rocks" and say pphhtt to communism.

'Lynn H. ■ Enjoy your internship. We'll
miss you. Zeta love from your sisters

Long Stem Roses • S15 dozen boxed.
Available March 21. Order by March 17.
Call Dave at 433-2549.

Bing Bong A Ylng Yang - Thanks for the
captivating weekend. Here's to the roost
and the humble abode. Wine, roses,
candlelight, and toothbrushes . . Who
could ask for more? WaVe hooked! We
love you. Your Little Kidnappers

Spud • Thanks for the great B-Day! Don't
be afraid to go under the blade
Remember, tonsils are like brains,
they're more trouble than they're worth'
I'll love ya even without them. Take care
hon. Smudge

Start your Spring Break Thursday with
Animal Logic.
Pam, my darling - This is your personal) I
hope this finds you religiously putting
your way to happiness through millions
of talking chocolate chip cookies. The
Beast
Trl-Sig - Have an awesome Spring Break!
Love ya, Laura B.
BoerFast March 21-23 • Can you go 48
hours without beer? Prove it! Sponsor
sheets and registration forms will be
available at your residence hall office
and the Greek offices beginning March
5th.
Kate • Happy Birthday! Have a fantastic
day. Love you, Jcy.
Cralg • You said once, you never got mall.
How about a personal? Have fun with
your buddies and bring me back some
sun! Take care and be careful. Always,
Sam.
Shhh! Lot me hoar your Body Talk March 22, 1-5 pm, Logan Fitness Center.
AP Wire Machine Saboteur — You can
stop now. I'm leaving.
Catch a Clue — Cathy, Stuart, Jane,
Susan, and Sarah! Know what I mean?
Love, D.B.
Boo—Boo — I'm super—psyched for
Key West. Zero more days! Maybe you
can sleep now. Ready—to—rage. Yogi.
K. — What noise? Clueless
TKE — Sponsor night Thursday with ZTA
and Ashby at JM's.
^^
Do It like a Duko — Get your "doggie
style" T—shirt after Spring Break from
any TKE.

L.L.N. • Let's keep our record up tonight
and go for number three. Gotcha and
that's what exciting about this deal of
ours. I gotta line on you! C.B.C.

Don't Be Burnt — TKE sponsor night will
judge your tan Tuesday the 18th when
you get back.

Steve Houck • You looked soooo hot In
that tux at Superdance. A Scoper

To Tyler 7F — Life without you guys
would be . . . peaceful, but It sure would
be dull!!! Love, L

To all the Brothers ft Pledges of Sigma PI
- We hope you all have an awesome, outof-hand, well-deserved Spring Break1 We
love ya. The Little Sisters
Body Talk ■ Psyche!
Lisa Foss - Here It Is. You're awesome1
Dave

Ocean City — Fanatics looking for a
place to stay this summer. Please call
before Spring Break if possible X4215.
Ask for Diane or Cathy.
Apollo — Ambrosia and Roman orgies?
Mitch — l met you outside of Dukes Grill.
Remember me? Diane.
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Help Wanted
Help Wanted for ^*he Summer ■
Lifeguards, coaches' pool managers,
supervisors to work at Richmond area
pools. Call or write to apply and be Interviewed over Spring Break. Atlantic Swimming Pool Service, PO Box 34848, Richmond, VA 23234. (804) 323-3001.
Students • Earn Extra Money working
part-time around your busy schedule.
Join Avon - call for information. Ruth
Hochmeister, District Manager, 234-8404/
No obligation.
Swimming pool supply company has
summer openings for drivers, helpers,
and warehousemen. To arrange for an interview during Spring Break, call Mike
Black, (703) 534-1400, Potomac
Chemicals, Falls Church, Virginia.
Government Jobs $16,040 59,230/yr. Now
hiring. Call 805-687-6000, xR-5526, for ourrent federal list.
Drummer Wanted: Nobody Home - A
Charlottesvllle underground band - is
seeking a drummer to play original
music. Call Dale, 804-971-1631.
Summer Sales Position - Average earnings $3400. Gain valuable sales experience in advertising, sales, & public
relations selling yellow pages advertising for James Madison University &
University of Richmond campus
telephone directories. Spend 6 weeks in
Harrisonburg & 4 months In Richmond.
Car necessary. No summer school
students. Look for enthusiastic & goaloriented students who need challenging,
well-paying jobs. Sign up for interviews
by March 19 at the Career Planning &
Placement Center.

For Rent
Student Housing • 4 BR house and 3 BR
apartment available for early May rental.
3 and 4 BR apartments available for late
August rental. All within walking
distance from campus. City Inspected
and approved. 434-3509 after 5 pm.
2 Females Needed to share College Station condo beginning Fall, '86. Close to
campus. Reasonably priced. Call Sue,
x5774.
______
Madison Square, completely furnished;
May & summer sessions. Call 433-1057.
2 Large rooms to sublease for summer
session. Kitchen, bath, partially furnished. 6 blocks from campus. Rent
negotiable. Call 433-3460.
For Rent - 1 bedroom, Madison Manor.
$150/month for spring.
-

For Sale
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts todayl Call 1-312-742-1142, x5090.
Government Home* from $1 (U Repair)
Also delinquent tax property. Call (805)
687-6000, xGH-5526, for Information.
1973 Ford Torino - Excellent running condition. $450. For Spring Break - drive It to
Florida j back. Call 434-8467.

Services
Horizon Sure Tan is a Professional Tanning Salon. Best systems available and
five years of service. 1106 Reservoir St.
434-1812.
Freo Karate Lesson • No obligation
(Special Student Rates). Open Monday
thru Thursday, 6-9:30 pm. Call Halterman
Karate Inst., 95 N. Main St., 4th floor.
434-8824. We train Champions.
_
Pregnant? Free confidential help. Free
pregnancy test. Birthright. 434-0003. >'
Video Cameraman for Hire. VHS format.
Reasonable rates. Jim, 433-5771.
Typing Service - 22 years experience.
$125/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.

Typing ft Wort Processing ■ Free
delivery, overnight service, & competitive
rates. Call Kevin at 433-3147 after 5.
Call Kathy,
Professional Typing
433-8015 after 1.
Typing - Letter quality printer; overnight
service; free pick-up, delivery, paper:
S.75/page. Call Dave, 434-3545, after 6.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Lost and Found
Found: Keys In field between Commuter
lot J & Grafton-Stovall Theater. Call to
identify. 434-6849, ask for Barb.
Found: Weeks ago a student left two
keys on a ring which has a large plastic
red heart & one other identifying mark on
it.. Health Center Lost & Found.

Wanted
Wanted: 2 people to share apartment in
Ocean City, MD this summer. Need
definites before Spring Break! Contact
Barrie, 434-3235.

Personals
Classified Deadlines for The Breeze: For
Monday issue, the deadline is Friday by
noon. For Thursday Issue, the deadline is
Tuesday by noon.
Jump Rope for Heart!! Saturday, March
22, 12-3 pm in the Convocation Center.
Need to make a team of 6 people to take
turns jumping rope for 180 minutes.
Please help the American Heart Association. Excitement, music, door prizes, &
refreshments. If interested in jumping,
contact Laura Tyler, 433-2137 (Box 1522).
JMU Media - Ever run out of gas on 64.1
hate when that happens. Passengers
John-John - Thanks for showing me
"Everything" In D.C. Melissa
__
Mary K. ■ Thanks for the great dinner
Saturday. The play was fun too. Have a
good Spring Break! G.M.
Steve H. • Congrats, you did a terrific Job
with Superdance. Theta Chi
Happy Birthday D. Shea. 24? No way!
Cool deall I'd still rather call you DannyBoy, though. Love, an Unanonymous Admirer
Yeah Buddies) Thanks for a blasting first
block! Have a great Spring Break! Looking forward to our picnic. We love you!
Treat ft Tee-totally.
Tim H. • Thanks. You show great promise,
kid. "Frisco"
Beriy! - 2 more days til Cancun Chaos!
Rooming together will be madness - I'll
take all nights that end in y & you can
have the rest. Rambunctious Roomie Pi
Theta Chi wishes everyone a fun-filled
Spring Break!
_____
Mo - If I give you my heart, will you love
me forever? Last weekend was wonderfiilll Thanks. Love you! Dlrtbag
Ana • Happy 1«h! Have a great day!
Love, Kim.
Paul • Go to your room .. and go to bed.
Judy
Jim ft Paul - Bed dancing was a blast.
Let's do It again soon! Judy, Mel. &
Susan
—
Jim • Thanks for being polite. Judy, Mel,
ft Susan
JMU Women's Basketball • Way to go!
We love you! 1986 CAA Champs! NCAA We're «>">"' Judv. Mel, & Susan
Friends of Charles Lundy - You know
who YOU are. Many thanks for patience
and understanding during my convalescence" from "surgery. Apologies
Jo the management of Food Lion. Have a
Seat Spring Break. Let's be careful out
there. C-L
°
To the brothers and etoters - of Fumma
Umma Kappa : Have a fun, safe break.
See ynu next week. Mike.
__

"Oh, lovely—just the hundredth time youVe
managed to cut even/one's head off."
Jump Rope for Heart!! Saturday, March
22,12-3 pm in Convocation Center. Need
to make a team of 6 people to take turns
jumping rope for 180 minutes. Please
help the American Heart Association. Excitement, music, door prizes, ft
refreshments. If Interested in jumping,
contact Laura Tyler, 433-2137 (Box 1522).
Lubeth, Christy, ft Janet • Take Key West
by storm, you wild women. And don't do
anything that I wouldn't do!! You Know
Who
JMU Party Bus People - What an
awesome weekend! Let's go get Texas!
NCAA!! Room 411.
Dave • You wore a blue, white, ft grey
wlndbreaker quite often 2 years ago,
which I used as a nickname for you
(before I found out your first name) when
talking to my friends. What Is your last
name? Kathleen
Katy • Happy 19th Birthday! Have a great
vacation - S.C. Love ya, SKL.
Sam Barnes • We heard you got our inItials at Superdance?
Yo, Jim Valentlnel "I am a what?"
Thanks for the "beef relief" on the ride
"to ft fro" Va. Beach! Randy-Mac,
downtown Richmond, the clueless dog ft
all the bathrooms along the way will
never be the same. Thank God for sponge
week (looking forward to washcloth
week). A little advice: If you don't want
bugs in your mouth keep It shut I And
please, please Jim - Don't Drink ft Drive!
Love, Kath ft The Braless Triangle-R.
. J • Loving you is my favorite pasttime
especially ALL DAY Wednesday. Let's do
It again, NOW! I love to Love you, baby.
"Frisco"
Dear Qlynls L. Price • Congratulations
Baby! You did it! I am so proud of you
Number 8! Crimson ft creme - you wear It
well! Love, T.
v
Kelly, Chele, Annie, ft John • Thanks for
helping ring In my 20th year! Chug-a-lug!
I love ya! Beth
Campus Alert! Here comes Cllffe.

Hey JMU - Cllffe Is on his way!
Got questions tor Cllffe?
Cllffe has answers to your questions.
Cllffe - Coming soon to a campus for you.
Smltty - The new BAC champ at .28.
Simpleton second at .27. Are you both
walking Keys?
To Benjl Judd - You're the bestest TKE llttle brother there is! From Your Big Sister.
Belcher - Dig you - twenty! Suite tag! Yea
Daddy! Get off!!
\>
Don Atkinson - Have a great Sp/mg
Break. You're an awesome pledge. Love,
Your TKE Big Sister.
This Issue!! Order forms for "JMU
Rocks" Alternative Campus Programming
Mike - Congratulations on becoming an
AGD Big Brother. Have a terrific Spring
Break! Love ya, Laurie.
Nancy Blessing - Andrew says, "Happy
Birthday!" Players. Tonight. We're
there!!
Terry - Can't wait for the weekend! Make
It good! Love ya, Mel.
Baaset Pups - AKC, wormed, shots.
Loveable, faithful dogs. $250. 433-0987.
To everyone who went to Snowshoe with
the Ski Club - Death to Tech!! Here's to
BroomBull, Tequila, toast, togas, train
dancing, tray and tube racing, big security guards, Karen Nelson, Don Massey,
and me. Bus parties (Why do they put
seats on those things anyway?),
breakfast at Anti Pastas, X-to-ski??, bar
dives, American Pie, friendly bus drivers,
Psych, NASTAR races, and a keg?? at 2
In the morning?? An order of 5 pitchers of
water to go. Oh yeah, and to awesome
skiing too!! From the drunk with the
pillow and the girls with the flamingo.
Cindy F. - You did a more than wonderful
job with Superdance. Steve
Live Thursday night with Animal Logic;
It's the Meat Dept.
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world

nation
Shultz calls rebel aid
Marcos scandal continues an American moral duty

*

MANILA, Philippines — The
Philippine government said Tuesday that it had documents linking
former President Ferdinand E.
Marcos to overseas property
holdings whose worth could be in
the billions of dollars.
One set of documents being investigated appears to tie two New
York real estate investors, Ralph
and Joseph Bernstein, to holdings
by the Marcos family.
The House of Representatives
voted Thursday to cite the Bernstein brothers for contempt for not
answering questions about their
relationships or business dealings
with Marcos and his wife, Imelda.

Botha plans end
of South African
emergency state
CAPE TOWN, South Africa —
President P.W. Botha announced
that the 195-d ay-old state of
emergency imposed to fight antiapartheid turmoil in South Africa
will probably be lifted Friday.
Botha also made a new offer of
statehood for Namibia, proposing
an Aug. 1 target date for starting

Jovito R. Salonga, who heads a
commission charged with recovering what is known as Marcos'
"hidden wealth," or "plunder,"
both in the Philippines and
abroad, said at a news conference
Tuesday that "we have enough
documents to prove our case in the
courts of New York."
"Those documents exist," he
said, "and those documents link
the cronies and business associates
with the acquisition of property
for, and in the name of, Mr. Marcos. Those documents will be in
due time produced in courts of
justice, specifically before the New
York court."

WASHINGTON — Secretary of
State George Shultz told a House
panel Tuesday the United States
has a moral duty to supply aid to
Nicaraguan rebels trying to overthrow the leftist Sandinista government.
In an appearance before a House
Appropriations subcommittee,
Shultz painted the situation in Central America in stark and simple
terms, calling the Contra "the
good guys," and the Sandinistas
"the bad guys" and "a, very
undesirable cancer in the area."
He said the administration
believes it has a moral imperative
to "support those people . . . will-

moves toward the territory's independence. He made it conditional on a withdrawal of Cuban
troops from neighboring Angola.
"Sporadic incidents of violence
are still being instigated in various
parts of the coutry," he said. "The
situation has nevertheless improved sufficiently to enable me to announce that a proclamation will be
issued soon, most probably next
Friday, which will lift the state of
emergency in those (areas) where it
still applies."
— Compiled from Richmond
Times-Dispatch reports.

Other shuttle
parts used
for Challenger
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) — Some members of a
presidential commission investigating the Challenger disaster
were surprised to learn Tuesday
that NASA robbed parts from all
four of its shuttles to keep one
shuttle at a time flying, a source
close to the probe said.

ing to fight for freedom and independence."
Although the administration's
request for $100 million in aid to
the Contras is its immediate priority, Shultz's appearance before the
subcommittee was mostly to lobby
for the administration's overall
foreign aid budget.
The panel chairman, Rep. David
Obey, D-Wis., told Shultz that
Congress will not approve President Reagan's request for a $15.5
billion foreign aid budget and
directed "back to the drawing
board."
— Compiled from Daily NewsRecord reports.
The space agency and its contractors admitted the practice was
a "Mickey Mouse way to
operate," said the source, who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
The parts ranged from engines to
nuts and bolts, the source said.
He said panel and staff members
were "surprised at the extent to
which all the shuttles have been
cannibalized."
The theory, he said, was that the
shuttle being readied for flight
could have almost anything it
needed off the other shuttles, including large items like engines.

U.S. Department of Transportation fpT*l
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DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP
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